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3Our Agenda for Today

Generations in the Workplace
Identify the current generations in the workplace and their differences

Attraction, Engagement & Retention Strategies
Address succession planning challenges in a multi-gen workforce

Succession Planning
Defining the approaches

Identifying & Implementing
How to create a successful succession plan

Questions & Discussion
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“It’s not just succession to the top – it’s getting the right 
person in place for every job. Some of tomorrow's key 

jobs may not even exist now.” 
-Robert M. Fulmer, Growing Your Company’s Leaders

“No matter how hard you try, you cannot change the 
generations.”

-Houlihan 

“Thriving leaders are the ones surrounded by diverse 
people from different generations.” 

― Jon Mertz, Activate Leadership: Aspen Truths to 
Empower Millennial Leaders

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/6028578.Jon_Mertz
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/44582829
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Generations in 
the Workplace
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Every generation imagines itself to 
be more intelligent than the one 
that went before it, and wiser than 
the one that comes after it.” 

— George Orwell
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First time in history five generations have been in the workplace together!  

Why This Presentation Now?

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/one-policy-five-generations-jason-petterson/
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Values & Influences
• Grew up during Great Depression and WWII 

- Behaviors based on experiences during 

this time

• Wealthiest generation – hard times followed 

by great prosperity

• Men worked while women stayed home to 

raise children

• Largest lobbying group - AARP

• Children were “seen, but not heard”

• Conformity & Conservatism

• Understands the nobility of sacrifice for the 

common good

• Patriotic

Characteristics
• Loyal to employers and expect the same in return

• Superb interpersonal skills

• Believe promotions, raises and recognition come 

from job tenure.

• Work ethic measured on timeliness, productivity 

and not drawing attention

• Do not question authority

• Patient

• Stabilizing

• Trust in government

• Demand quality

• Strives for simplicity

Traditionalist: 1900-1945
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Values & Influences
• Civil Rights activism
• Vietnam War
• Sexual Revolution – Equal Rights
• Cold War/Russia
• Space Travel
• Highest divorce rate and 2nd marriages in 

history
• Post War Babies – radicals of the 70’s and 

Yuppies of the 80’s
• Driven by “American Dream”
• Equal opportunities
• Personal growth and gratification –

entitlement and the “me generation”
• Inflation

Characteristics
• Most open to change

• Ambitious & competitive

• Strong work ethic

• Good communication skills

• Educated

• Multi-taskers

• Willing to take responsibility

• Team oriented

• Anti-establishment

• Loyal to career and employer

• Ability to handle a crisis

• Need consensus leadership

Baby Boomer: 1945 -1964

Currently,10,000 Americans reach 
retirement age every day and only half 
plan to retire. 
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Generation X: 1965 - 1980

"America's neglected 'middle child”

Will likely still be in the workforce for 
at least 30 years

Gen X will be forming the backbone of 
organizations' leadership for quite 
some time.

Generation X will hold 35% of the workforce 
by 2020
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Values & Influences
• Watergate

• Energy crisis

• Latchkey kids

• Y2K

• Dual income families or single parents

• Corporate downsizing

• MTV

• End of Cold War

• Increased divorce rate

• Grew up taking care of self, watching 

politicians lie, and seeing their parents laid off

• First generation to not be a prosperous as 

their parents

Characteristics
• Skeptical of authority

• Very independent

• Highly educated

• Informal

• Lacking in organizational loyalty

• Seek work-life balance

• Think globally

• Digitally saavy

• Need one on one time with manager 

• Encourages feedback

• Comfortable with change and adapts 

quickly to it

Generation X: 1965 - 1980
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Values & Influences
• Digital media

• Child-focused world

• School shootings

• Terrorist attacks

• AIDS

• 9/11

• Children of divorce

• Grew up sheltered

• Economic expansion

• Were kept busy as children – had 

schedules

Characteristics
• Most educated & independent of all generations

• Techno Savvy, but have lost ability to read and 

interpret social cues.

• Entrepreneurial

• Diversity focused

• Demand work-life balance

• Committed to social issues

• Team focused

• Open to new ideas

• Politically savvy

• Competency more important than title

• Seeks meaningful work

• Life long learners

• Thrives on recognition and attention for 

accomplishments

• Require connectivity, instant gratification, 

collaboration and career advancement

Generation Y/Millennials: 1981 - 1994

Millennials (Gen Y) are projected to 
make up 75% of the workforce by 2025.
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Values & Influences
• Digital streaming

• Health consciousness movement

• Social media

• Virtual reality 

• Artificial Intelligence

Characteristics
• Prefer in person communication with managers instead 

of e-mail or IM

• Honest and Confident

• Prefer to work for large or mid sized organizations

• Expect to change jobs 4 times throughout their lifetimes

• Work-life balance is top priority

• Want to lead and manage 

• Innovative and inventive

• Wants to work for a company based on societal impact

• Diversity is a way of life

• Entrepreneurial

Generation Z: 1994 - 2010

Gen 2010 (Gen Z) projected to make up 20% of the workforce population in 2020
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Basis of 
Judging Work

Communication 
Styles

Technology 
Divide

• Being physically present vs remote
• Working long hours vs project or 

metric based work
• Work ethic and working hard 
includes collaboration, teamwork 

and participation in meetings
• When and where work is performed 

(is not always in an office)
• Strive to live fulfilling lives within and 

outside of their career
• Place a high premium on work-life 

balance

• Use social media, IM, Texting, 
internet, mobile phones, video 

calling causes confusion in   
communication between 

generations (non verbal cues) 
• Thrive through group interaction, 

especially via technology
• Discomfort with face to face 

interpersonal communication 

• Constant use of technology changes 
the brain structure of the user

• Receives information quickly, used 
to parallel processing and multi-

tasking

Current Model Conflicts
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Focus on similarities 
while sorting out the 

differences!
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…all employees, across all 
generations, want to work for 
leaders that they respect and 
whom they trust.

Effective Leadership
01

…employees want to know 
that their hard work, 
dedication, and skills sets are 
valued, appreciated, 
recognized and rewarded.

Appreciation/Recognition
02

…depending on where each 
individual employee is in their 
life cycle, their needs will be 
different but the desire for 
balance is consistent across 
all.

Work Life Balance/Fit
03

…financial goals are a focus 
for all generations and they 
affect employees’ career 
decisions.

Debt and Savings
04

The 4 Similarities Between Generations
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Leverage the value of all generations.
Embrace Two-Way Mentoring. 
Support social responsibility in the workplace.
Encourage personal connections.
Blend traditional learning methods with tech 
related tools.
Support all types of diversity, including gender, 
ethnicity and age.
Encourage employees to disconnect.
Prepare for the increase in older workers.  

What can be done NOW to prepare for this historical movement?
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Attraction, Engagement, 
Retention & 

Succession Strategies
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01 02 03 04

08 07 06 05

09 10

Generational Differences & How they Tie to Diversity 
and Succession Planning

Expectations What is 
meaningful

Longevity & 
Loyalty

Communication

Compensation & 
Benefits

Skills Gap/Role of 
Technology

Skepticism from 
generations

Work-life Fit

Modern 
Leadership

Workplace 
Relationships 11 Implicit Bias & 

Diversity Elements



21Each individual in the workplace has his or her own work style preferences, 
philosophy of life and values.



22Integrated Approach

Across the Employee Lifespan

Culture, Leadership, Integration



23How Are People Attracted to Our Organization and Why Do They Stay?

Talent Engagement

“The 10 Best Practices for Enhanced Employee Engagement,” created by The Henry Miller Group LLC



24Ways to Hire, Develop and Retain the Best Employees

• Focus on who they are, not what 
they have done

• Determine how they progress from 
thoughts to action

• Find the right mix of mindsets
• Multiple conversation perspectives
• Body Language
• Social Media Questions
• Internships/Shadow Opportunities
• Parallel work arrangements

Hire
• Personal Accountability/Individual 

Development
• Mentor/Reverse Mentor
• Career Path
• Organization Structure and Strategy 

for Succession

Develop
• Feedback
• Career Path
• Leadership
• Colleagues
• Environment
• Meaningful Use
• Benefits (Compensation)
• Flexibility
• Training/Knowledge Transfer

Retain

Others?
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Organization/Department: _____________

Succession Plan Summary Tool

Position Impact Position Vulnerability Succession Candidate
Key 

Position 
Title

Incumbent 
Name High Medium Low Open in < 

1 year
Open in 1-3 

years
Open in 3 + 

years
Ready in 
< 1 year

Open in 1-
3 years

Open in 3 + 
years
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Overall Performance Summary: 
Indicate recent performance including major accomplishments  or performance issues.

Key Strengths:
List 2 - 3.  Indicate key technical or professional competencies, skills, or knowledge the person has.

Development Needs:
List 2 or 3. Indicate key experiences, skills, or knowledge the person lacks in order to move to the next level.

Development Actions:
• On The Job: What new responsibilities do you plan to assign to help this person develop this year?
• Special Assignment: What task force, projects, or special assignments will be given this year to aid development?
• Training: What specific training or seminars are recommended this year for his/her development?

Potential For Promotion/Change in Role:
Indicate this persons readiness to be promoted to the next organizational level.
• Ready now for the next level. 
• Ready in the next 24 months.             
• Ready in 2 to 3 years.

Recommended Next Position/Responsibilities:
List the next assignment that would most benefit the individual in his/her development.

Talent Development Plan

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Individual Career and Leadership Development Plan

Leader's Name: Supervisors Name: Date:
Goals- 12 mos. Activities Barriers Resources Review Deadline

My personal goals for career 
and Leadership development:

I will achieve these goals 
by performing the 

following  activities:

These conditions could 
negatively impact my 

progress:

I will need these resources 
(people, technology, etc.) 

to achieve the goal:

This is how I will measure my 
progress and success at 

achieving the goal:

This is my target 
date of goal 
completion:

Vest in the Vision – 12 Months & Longer Term
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Unconscious 
Biases

Pervasive

Incorrect

Damaging

Unconscious Bias, Diversity & Inclusion

Diversity

With Inclusion
• Engagement
• Productivity
• Retention
• Innovation
• Revenue

Without Inclusion
• Tension
• Conflict
• Resentment
• Limited innovation
• Lowered performance

Diversity of thought is fundamental to understanding 
the power of diversity and inclusion. 

It’s what creates learning, stimulates the possibility of 
innovation, and actively demonstrates respect.

“ 
”

(Source: Woods)



294 Inclusive Behaviors that promote Generations Working 
Together and apply to all Generations

Make it safe to 
propose

novel ideas

• Ask for new ideas, 
give examples of 
things that did not 
work (okay to fail)

• Variety of ways to 
share ideas: 
meetings, drop 
boxes, peer to peer, 
etc.

• Agree to disagree

Give team members 
Decision-making

authority

• Try new ways of 
doing things

• When identify issue, 
give chance to 
propose & implement 
solutions

• Delegate, assign 
leads on projects

Share credit for 
success

• Every one providing 
input deserves credit

• Say thank you, to 
support as well

• Take time to 
recognize

Ensure that 
everyone
is heard

• Model good listening 
skills

• Invite team members 
to share

• Actively listen: don’t 
interrupt

• Team meetings, 
suggestion boxes, 
check ins



30How will you apply the four inclusive behaviors with your 
team(s)?

1. Start, Stop, Continue 

• What can you begin to do, 
stop doing, and continue 
doing to demonstrate 
inclusive leadership 
behavior?

2. Discuss ideas with group

3. Prioritize action plan



31A CHALLENGE TO TAKE WITH YOU:
Brainstorm ways to reduce generational bias and promote 

diversity and inclusion 

Attract

Manage

Develop

Retain

• Reduce bias in various parts of 
the employee lifecycle and 
make your organization more 
inclusive. 

• Challenge to Take with You and 
your Teams:

• Identify two things you will 
do differently (in any of 
these areas) to reduce bias 
when you leave today.



325 Strategies to Manage, Develop and Retain Across Generations

Focus on Goals and 
Clear Expectations

This puts each 
generation on an even 

playing field
- Communicate the 
organizational vision, 
mission and strategic 

goals, then work 
staff on how these 

goals can be 
individually 
achieved.

- Communicate and 
reinforce the strategy 
and status regularly.

1

Mentoring and 
inclusion

Create Generational 
Mentoring Programs
- Develop induction 

programs led by 
experienced staff

- Develop a two way 
mentoring program

- Develop off site 
mentoring and 

career sharing at 
colleges, universities 

and community 
organizations

2

Break the bonds of 
Tradition

If there’s a better way to 
do something, take the 

suggestion. 
- What can be 
instituted outside of 

regulatory 
requirements?

- Be open to all 
suggestions, 

regardless of initial 
judgement

3

Show Employees the 
Future

People tend to work 
harder to achieve the 
organizations goals if 

they understand how it 
leads them on a path to 
their professional goals.
- Instructional coaches

- Curriculum 
coordinator, Cluster 

leader, Induction 
coordinators

- Provide ongoing 
learning (not just re-

certification)

4

Encourage Balance

Balance looks different 
to each generation.  
- Encourage each 
individual to focus on 
what they need, not 

what others are 
doing.

- Work life balance vs. 
work life integration
- Support the 

alignment of life and 
work goals

5



33Opportunities Provided by Generational Diversity

• New insights (because the broader the range of experience and backgrounds and 
perspectives, the better ideas are)

• Better performance: as team members from a variety of backgrounds learn to better 
understand each other’s perspective, this will lead to increased engagement and performance 
(because everyone feels valued and welcomed)

• Increased retention (because employees feel understood and valued)

• Ultimately, increased innovation (because all of the above factors lead to better quality ideas) 
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• Commitment from the top 
• Make talent development and retention a strategic focus – a primary 

expectation and function of organizations.
• Integrate a culture with strategy to develop employees at all levels
• Create a process that is communicated clearly and consistently
• Focus on integrated HR process (pre-hire to post-hire)
• Identify and develop skills needed in the next 3, 5 or 7 years 
• Capture experience, capitalize on creativity and enthusiasm
• Diversity and inclusion 

How is it Successful?



35Addressing Multiple Generations in the Workplace

In the end, it’s a big job but it is a process 
that will lay the groundwork for your 
future, your organization’s future and the 
future health of your community.
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